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THE MAY 15th OPEN MEETING IN THE PUBLIC LIBRARY
Jim Constantine PP: OK. Weʼre going to hop aboard. This time we turn on
Nassau and Harrison and go down towards the Shopping Center.
Maeve Desmond: Welcome to the HARRISON STREET SHOPPING CENTER.
This is what it used to look like in 2010. It was an oasis surrounded by parking.
Close in, what if the green space in the center could be extended out to the
street?

And the great shopping center could be a place where everyone could go. What if
we take this sea of parking and transform it into a flower shop, an outdoor café, a
great plaza? What if we created a place for teenagers to go and hang out? A
bowling alley?

Mary Connelly: You will remember there is a supermarket here. What if we took
that blank wall we have there and activate the space with an outdoor fruit stand?
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The next table we could hear from is Bill Wolfe. He has been leading a conversation about the
future of the Shopping Center site.
Bill Wolfe: We had an excellent discussion. I think two students struck me as incredibly
realistic and they went right to a very appropriate focus. Surprising to me. They recognized the
strengths of the Shopping Center as it exists today. The green space in the center. It is a focus
of community activity. They recognize part of the important character of the Shopping Center is
its accessibility to the automobile today. And they did not present an overall re-planning of the
Shopping Center. They focused on the very tactical piece of the Shopping Center: to suggest a
way it could be integrated into the community…integrated into mass transit…integrated into
pedestrian and bicycle access. All without transforming the Shopping Center and making it less
friendly to people who arrive by automobile. The citizen comments were compatible with that.
This plan was …here is the slide
Hye-Kyung Yang: Here is a slide of the green space we wanted to enhance. And here is
the space by Bon Appetit. Our idea is to take this green space and extend it out to
Harrison Street. Possibly, we could put in some buildings that would activate this space.
There could be a community plaza. And, really connect to the street and get it away from
this auto-centric parking lot place. In order to accommodate this plaza, we would use an
existing parking lot. It is a very heavily used parking area as many at the table were
noting. We were there on Saturday and Sunday and we saw that all of those spaces were
filled. So we would take these spaces, BUT we would re-align all of these spaces over
here which would actually add 13 spaces! What is 57 now, would become 70.
____: What is happening with the gas station?
Bill Wolfe: That question came up repeatedly. I chair the Site Plan Review Board. Some of my
colleagues are sitting at the other tables. Our table was joined by the Chairman of the Planning
Board. None of us have any idea what is going to replace the gas station. In fact when the
students came down to look at the site, the gas station was still there. [Laughter]. They had no
idea it was now gone. What is interesting is that they picked exactly that area as the spot on
which they would concentrate….as the one area of the Shopping Center that needs help the

most. Let me quickly go through ways others at the table reinforced this discussion. We came
to the conclusion that this kind of change to the Shopping Center would rely very heavily on a
reconfiguration of Harrison St. Ways to slow down traffic. Probably constrict it. Reinforce
pedestrian connection. And also help the bus stop. Of course there were lots of different ideas
as to how exactly that should happen. We learned that, in fact, the existing bus stop right at
McCaffreys is very important to seniors. But the bus now comes through a great deal of the
parking lot and a long stretch of driveway [in itself hazardous to pedestrians] to get there. The
students grappled with this. The citizens grappled with this. I think what we would agree on is
that it is important to keep public transit access into that end of McCaffreys is the way to do it.
That the existing way the bus gets there ought to be changed. And it ought to be changed,
especially, in a way that is safer for bicyclists and pedestrians. It also came up in the
discussion, that the people using the shopping center feel that this parking lot stinks. It is
difficult. It is the one place where this kind of reconfiguration is desperately needed. There is a
lot of difference of opinion as to whether a building ought to go out there. But the basic idea of
tying to the community and reinforcing this particular spot for non-auto access should be the
focus. Did I miss anything?
Sheldon: Thank you, Bill. [Applause]. We have a lot of talent in this town. That is obvious.
There is a rumor going around that there will be a drive-in bank at the site of the gas station,
and that that is permitted use. If there are people who donʼt think that is a good idea, this would
be a good time to pay attention.

